The QTOUCH model and the QTOUCH EasyFix model are almost
the same except that the easyfix allows placing the tablet or IPAD
in a easier and faster way through the front door.
It was designed for indoor use only and to be integrated into an
IPAD/Tablet. Could be used as an Information Point of the institution
/company where it is installed, Internet acess point or for any
application that can be developed for the IPAD/Tablet PC.
It can also be used for public or private institutions to attend the
clients where, somehow, a management service / waiting queues
is needed, by simply installing a printer for tickets.
Using and easy integrating tablets in this kiosk makes possible to
have several dimensions of multitouch displays, and to have smooth
touch operation, as tablets usualy have very smooth glass surfaces.
Using tablets integrated in this kiosks will also allow to benefit all
the applications that are available to download (free or pay) at
AppleStore, PlayStore. etc
The use of tablets in this kiosks also give to this kiosks some level
of security, as tablets usualy have glass scratch proof.
This model can be manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304 or
painted steel (available in all RAL colors) using steel plate of 1,5mm
to 2mm.
The Qtouch Easyfix model can be equipped with IPAD/Tablet PC
of any available brand in the market (Samsung, Asus, Toshiba, etc.).

All these models can be integrated with the iPad or other tablets with various
dimensions of display (7'', 10'', and other).
The Qtouch EasyFix can be made with the provision of the tablet in portrait or
landscape.
It is possible to get this model, set up the webcam or the home button the Tablet
will be visible or covered by the structure of the kiosk.

Opening of security locks and then
lift the cover.

Place the tablet on the support of
the kiosk. The supports can be
adjusted to your tablet.

Close the cover and turn the key
to lock the cover.

The development of access by front door allows for ease
and simplicity in placement / removal of the tablet.

This kiosk is prepared for the
installation of a ticket printer if you
want to use as queue management.

We constantly develop projects that meet the needs of our customers.
The Qtouch EasyFix can be produced in any RAL color. You can customize and apply
to the kiosk the corporate image of your company or any promotional campaign on vinyl
or other materials ..
Can be added to the kiosk accessories such as printers, keyboards, headphones, and
other ....

The company uses technologically advanced systems that allow small to large production series
of this model, ensuring high quality of the final Qtouch EasyFix.
At all stages of the manufacturing process, from technical design to the packaging, technical staff
will comply with procedures and standards set, which assures a unique quality of the final product.
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The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).
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Closed home button with covered front camera

Open home button with covered front camera

Closed home button with exposed front camera

Open home button with exposed front camera

H 135 W 30 D 30 cm

Steel plate of 1,5mm/2mm

Ykiosk software (secure shell &
browser).

IPAD / Tablet
(7'', 10'' , and other)

Weight 19 kg

Stainless steel AISI304 or painted
steel (RAL Colors)

Ticket Printer
Printer Controller with TCP / IP
.
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